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Abstrat
The future aelerator faility for beams of ions and antiprotons at Darmstadt
will provide antiproton beams of intensities that are two orders of magnitude higher
than urrently available. Within the foreseen sheme, antiprotons an be deelerated
to 30 MeV. The low-energy antiproton ommunity has reently formed a users group
to make use of this opportunity to reate a next-generation low-energy antiproton
faility alled FLAIR, whih will be able to provide ooled antiproton beams well
below 100 keV kineti energy. This talk gives an overview of the layout and physis
program of the proposed faility.
1 Introdution
Low-energy antiproton physis is urrently being done at the Antiproton Deelerator (AD)
of CERN, Geneva. Due to the low intensity (∼ 10
5
p/s) and the availability of only pulsed
extration, the physis program is limited to the spetrosopy of antiprotoni atoms and
antihydrogen formed in harged partile traps or by stopping antiprotons in low-density
gas targets. Furthermore, the output energy of the AD (5 MeV kineti energy) is still
signiantly higher than the < 100 keV energy best suited for these experiments.
At the future aelerator faility for beams of ions and antiprotons at Darmstadt it
will beome possible to reate a next-generation low-energy antiproton faility to over-
ome these limitations by providing ooled beams at higher intensities and a fator 100
lower energy. In addition the new faility should have the possibility of slow (i. e. on-
tinuous) extration, whih will allow nulear/partile physis type experiments requiring
oinidene measurements to be performed.
Reently, a letter of intent has been submitted to GSI, Darmstadt, for a faility alled
FLAIR (Faility for Low-energy Antiproton and Ion Researh) [1℄ that is desribed in the
∗
on behalf of the FLAIR ommunity http://www-linux.gsi.de/∼air/
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following. It onsists of two storage rings, a magneti (LSR) and an eletrostati (USR)
one, and a universal trap faility (HITRAP), f. Fig. 1. These omponents of the faility
an provide stored as well as fast and slow extrated ooled beams at energies between
30 MeV and 300 keV (LSR), between 300 keV and 20 keV (USR), and ooled partiles at
rest or at ultra-low (eVkeV) energies (HITRAP). This will allow a large variety of new
experiments to be performed, as desribed in Se. 3. Among the unique experiments only
possible at suh a faility are nulear physis studies using antiprotons as a hadroni probe
to investigate the struture of nulei, inluding radioative isotopes produed at the future
faility, and many atomi-ollision type experiments with internal targets in both storage
rings with eetive intensities as large as 10
10
p/s. An important synergeti aspet is
that the whole struture will also be used to study highly harged ions, inluding storing,
ooling (LSR, USR) and trapping them in Penning traps like HITRAP and investigating
them in a dediated area for heavy ions.
2 Layout and performane of the faility
The key features of the proposed faility at Darmstadt (f. Fig. 1) are:
• High-brightness, high-intensity, low-energy antiproton beams.
 High antiproton intensity due to aumulation.
 Cooled p beams down to 300 keV using LSR.
 Eletrostati storage ring (USR) for atomi ollision experiments and deeler-
ation and ooling to 20 keV.
 HITRAP for eient deeleration of ps from 4 MeV to rest and extration of
ps from a ooler trap at keV energies.
• Both slow and fast extration from LSR and USR at energies between 30 MeV
and 20 keV.
The antiproton prodution method at the future faility [2℄ (f. Fig. 2) is similar to the
sheme used for LEAR at CERN. 10
8
antiprotons will be produed every 5 seonds, will be
olleted in the CR storage ring, aumulated in the RESR and transferred to the NESR
for further ooling and deeleration to 30 MeV. From the NESR the antiprotons will be
transferred to the FLAIR faility for further deeleration in the LSR storage ring, in the
eletrostati storage ring USR, and in the HITRAP faility. Antiproton rates of ∼ 10
6
/s
extrated both fast and slow at energies down to 20 keV will be available. The p an
be either diretly stopped in low-density gas targets using thin windows, or trapped with
high eieny in harged partile traps. The same rate of antiprotons an be obtained at
rest in HITRAP or extrated at ultra-low (eVkeV) energies. This sheme gives about a
fator 100 more antiprotons per unit time stopped in gas targets or trapped in ion traps as
ompared to the present AD at CERN where no dediated aumulation and multi-stage
deeleration rings are utilized. The availability of suh beams will tremendously inrease
the number of experiments possible at this faility.
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Figure 1: Layout of the low-energy antiproton and ion faility. NESR: new experimental
storage ring (part of the approved projet). LSR: intermediate storage ring whih de-
elerates p to 300 keV. USR: eletrostati ultra-low energy storage ring. Both rings use
eletron ooling to provide low-emittane beams and inlude internal gas jet targets for
atomi ollision studies. HITRAP: trap faility for eient deeleration and ooling of ps
from 4 MeV to rest.
Antiprotons an be extrated either slow or fast from the LSR and used in several
beamlines for e.g. deeleration and ooling in the HITRAP faility, or for stopping them in
low-density gas targets. In addition, an eletrostati storage ring is foreseen (USR), whih
will be used for deeleration, slow and fast extration, and for atomi physis experiments
with internal targets. The energy range of 300 - 20 keV (using eletron ooling) makes it
a unique tool for many atomi ollision experiments whih are only possible in suh a low-
energy storage ring, where eetive intensities (i. e. the number of stored partiles Nstored
times the revolution frequeny frev, Reff = Nstoredfrev) of Reff = 10
10
p/s are reahed for
in-ring experiments.
3 Physis program of FLAIR
The physis of FLAIR overs a wide range in atomi, nulear and partile physis and
has potential medial appliations. It is desribed in detail in the FLAIR letter of intent
[1℄ available from the FLAIR web page. In the following a brief overview will be given.
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Figure 2: FLAIR and the future faility at Darmstadt. SIS: heavy ion synhrotron,
SIS 100: synhrotron with 100 Tm magneti rigidity, CR: ooler ring, RESR: reyled
experimental storage ring, NESR: new experimental storage ring. SuperFRS: planned
fragment separator.
3.1 Preision spetrosopy of antiprotoni atoms and antihydro-
gen
This is the urrent topi of the Antiproton Deelerator (AD) at CERN. The main goal
here is to study fundamental symmetries and interations by providing high-preision
data of partile and antipartile properties for tests of CPT symmetry and QED alula-
tions. Antiprotoni atoms have been used for some time to test CPT symmetry between
proton and antiproton properties (for a review, see [3℄). The most aurate test of pro-
ton/antiproton properties is the measurement of their ylotron frequeny ω
c
∝ Q/M
(Q,M denoting harge and mass) by the TRAP ollaboration at LEAR, yielding an au-
ray of better than 10
−10
[4℄. Separate CPT limits on Q and M an be set by ombining
this measurement with the reent preision laser spetrosopy of antiprotoni helium by
the ASACUSA ollaboration at the Antiproton Deelerator (AD) of CERN, whih are
now at a level of 10
−8
[5℄. These latter experiment also onstitute a sensitive test for
three-body QED alulations. Triggered by the spetrosopy results, the auray of
three-body bound-state QED alulations has been tremendously improved, reahing a
level omparable to the experimental resolution [6, 7℄.
A further inrease by a fator 10 in preision will be attempted by two-photon laser
spetrosopy using a pulse-amplied w laser. The pulse-ampliation is needed to reate
enough laser power density to saturate the transitions over the large stopping distribution
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(several m
3
) possible at the AD. Inreasing the preision beyond this level will be only
possible using pure w lasers. Suh lasers produe enough power density if they are
foused to typially 1 mm
2
, like it has been done e. g. for positronium spetrosopy [8, 9℄.
Using a low-energy ooled antiproton beam as proposed for FLAIR, antiprotons an be
stopped in a region of this size, and a preision of a few 100 kHz an be expeted in the
spetrosopy of antiprotoni helium. This an be equally applied to two-body systems
like protonium or antiprotoni helium ions.
The ultimately highest preision of a CPT test with antiprotoni atoms is likely to be
ahieved using antihydrogen. The prodution of large amounts of old antihydrogen at
the AD has been reported in 2002 [1012℄, but it is still expeted to take several years
until preision spetrosopy an be performed. After a shutdown in 2005, the AD is
expeted to run until 2010, so that initial results on spetrosopy an be expeted at the
AD. The ultimate goal is to measure the 1S2S two-photon laser transition [13, 14℄ and
the ground state hyperne splitting [15℄ to auraies similar to the ones ahieved for
hydrogen (10
−14
[16℄ and 10
−12
[17, 18℄, resp.), yielding a very sensitive test of the CPT
theorem. New ideas like the use of a usp trap for H formation [19℄ are being proposed.
To ahieve the ultimate preision, the trapping and laser ooling of neutral antihydrogen
atoms is required. The development of these tehniques will surely take many more years
to aomplish.
One trapped and laser-ooled antihydrogen is available, other hallenging experi-
ments an be performed. Among them is the gravitation of antimatter [20℄, whih is a
long standing question that has never been answered experimentally, beause in the ase
of harged partiles, gravitational eets are overed by the many orders of magnitude
stronger eletromagneti interation. Collisions between antihydrogen and matter atoms
as well as the reation of larger antimatter systems like H
+
(one antiproton and two
positrons, equivalent to the well known H
−
ion) are of big interest for atomi ollision
theory.
3.2 Atomi ollision physis
This eld will greatly benet from the availability of ultra-slow, ooled antiproton beams
in storage rings. This will enable for the rst time ever the detailed study of ionization
proesses with antiprotons in kinematially omplete experiments. The energy loss an be
investigated at ultra-low energies to answer open questions about the veloity dependene
in this regime. Antiprotons are best suited for suh studies, beause unlike protons their
harge is not sreened by eletrons whih makes the theoretial treatment very diult.
The very short interation time of less than femtoseonds for p energies above 1 keV makes
antiprotons a perfet and unique tool to study many-eletron dynamis in the strongly
orrelated, non-linear, sub-femtoseond time regime, the most interesting and, at the same
time, most hallenging domain for theory.
3.3 Antiprotons as hadroni probes
In nulear physis, the antiproton is used as a hadroni probe to study the nulear stru-
ture. X-ray spetrosopy of the low-lying states of pp or other light atoms [21℄ gives
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important information on the nuleon-antinuleon interation in the low-energy limit,
where sattering experiments annot provide preise values. These data are vital for the
improvement of QCD alulations in the low-energy (hene non-perturbative) region. X-
ray spetrosopy of heavy antiprotoni atoms an be used to obtain information about the
density ratio of neutron and protons at the nulear periphery, i. e. to investigate neutron
halo or skin eets. The PS209 experiment at LEAR has in this way provided benhmark
data for nulear struture alulations over a wide range of nulei [22℄. This tehnique
is muh more sensitive than others like total absorption ross setion measurements, and
further systemati measurements with stable isotope targets will provide a more omplete
and systemati piture of the nulear surfae. Sine halo eets are expeted to be more
pronouned in nulei with a large neutron exess whih are unstable, the appliation of
this tehnique to unstable radioative ions [23℄ available at FLAIR via the SuperFRS will
generate important ontributions to the study of the struture of nulei far from stability.
Conerning the partile physis point of view, the elementary antinuleon-nuleon
interation proesses still present a few unlear aspets [24℄, in spite of the wealth of
physis results produed at LEAR. In partiular, some anomalous eets have been ob-
served lose to the nuleon-antinuleon threshold whih are likely related to the interplay
between quark and antiquark degrees of freedom  that ould be, for instane, responsi-
ble of the existene of quasi-nulear subthreshold nuleon-antinuleon bound states, long
sought for at LEAR without large suess. An eetive way to get a more transparent
environment to study the nuleon-antinuleon interation dynamis, free from Coulom-
bian ontributions and from a few seleted initial states, is the use of antineutrons as
probes. FLAIR will be able to provide antiproton beams of intensity and momentum
resolution good enough to produe a ontinuous antineutron beam, with whih new high
statistis measurements of elasti, annihilation and total ross setion in the region below
100 MeV/c, only marginally overed by LEAR, ould be pursued in a relatively short
time.
The study of baryon-baryon interations as a basi tool for investigations of the strong
interation an be extended to the hyperon setor, where muh less data exist than in the
nuleon setor. Espeially few data exist on strangeness S = −2 systems. Stopped an-
tiprotons are very eient for the prodution of S = −2 systems via the double strangeness
and harge exhange reation (K¯∗, K) [25℄. With a sizeable branhing ratio the annihila-
tion of antiprotons results in the prodution of a K¯∗ beam whih interats with another
nuleon via K¯∗N → KΞ. The momenta of the K¯∗ are well mathed for the prodution of
slow Ξ partiles whih undergo eient ΞN interations. The proposed studies will result
in detailed information of S = −2 baryoni and possible dibaryoni states.
3.4 Medial appliations
Reently, interest has been shown in the medial appliation of antiprotons for tumor
therapy. This omes from the fat the antiprotons, in addition to depositing energy
via their energy loss like other harged partiles, annihilate when stopped in material.
The annihilation produes residual nulear fragments of high harge and low energy,
whih deposit a large biologial dose in the immediate surrounding of the p stopping
distribution. Sine the ooled low-emittane antiproton beams an be stopped in a well-
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dened region, the presumably large energy deposited loally makes them a suitable tool
for tumor therapy. A test experiment is under way at the AD of CERN [26℄ and, if
this eet is onrmed, the method an be extended at FLAIR where the high-energy
antiproton beams (50  300 MeV) needed to penetrate deep enough into human tissue are
available diretly from the NESR.
4 Conlusions
FLAIR will be a unique next-generation low-energy antiproton and ion faility. Cooled
antiprotons down to 20 keV both in storage rings and extrated will revolutionize low-
energy antiproton physis. Continuously extrated beams at these energies will enable
nulear and partile physis type experiments urrently not possible at the AD of CERN.
The availability of short-lived exoti nulei at the future faility at Darmstadt reates
synergies by using antiprotons as hadroni probes for nulear struture. Using the same
faility, atomi physis experiments with highly harged ion will be possible both in beams
and at rest in HITRAP. If the letter of intent will be positively evaluated, the FLAIR
ommunity will proeed towards a more detailed design and prourement of the neessary
funding.
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